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A reaction model for the conversion of methane to C1-oxygenates (methanol and formaldehyde) with NOx

(x ) 1, 2) has been proposed theoretically using the ab initio molecular orbital method. The geometric and
electronic structures for all the present molecules have been calculated by means of the MP2 (frozen core)/
6-311++G(2d,p) level of theory. On the basis of the optimized structures, the single point calculations of the
energies are carried out at the CCSD(T) level with the same basis sets. Through the theoretical analysis of
the simplified CH4-NOx system instead of the experimental CH4-O2-NO system, we found the possible
reaction path leading to C1-oxygenates within all the barriers of less than 40 kcal/mol via CH3O at 800 K.
NO2 has a higher activity for the hydrogen abstraction from methane than NO and O2, though the calculated
rate constants at 800 K indicate that this reaction is the rate-determining step in the conversion of methane
to C1-oxygenates. It is also found that increasing the concentration of NO promotes the yield of formaldehyde
with the decreasing formation of methanol, which is consistent with recent experimental results in the CH4-
O2-NO system.

I. Introduction

The selective oxidation of methane to C1-oxygenates (metha-
nol and formaldehyde) on metal-oxide catalysts has been the
attractive subject of studies in recent years.1 The conversion of
a methane component of neutral gas to C1-oxygenates is not
only important for the petrochemical industry but also will be
advantageous for safeguarding the environment.2 Although a
wide range of metal-oxide catalysts have been reported as
active catalysts in reference to this subject, the products are
mostly composed of CO, CO2, and H2O with only traces of
CH3OH, CH2O, and C2H6. We have also studied this subject
using LiNbO3 and SnO2 catalysts, aiming for a one-step reaction
at a lower temperature (≈300-400 K) and pressure (1 atm)
than the commercial process, and have detected components
containing O- that are similar to those of the other catalysts.3-6

It has been confirmed that O- works as a high active center for
the hydrogen abstraction from methane on the metal-oxide
catalysts7-17 and also pointed out that the slow desorption of
C1-oxygenates from the surface of a catalyst brings about
successive oxidation to yield CO and CO2.18,19We have found
theoretically that C1-oxygenates are easily oxidized by O- and
their anionic species are stabilized on the SnO2 catalyst, which
lead to the difficulty of the desorption from the catalyst to the
gas phase.20

On the other hand, the gas-phase reaction may be favorable
to yielding C1-oxygenates due to liberation from the above
troubles, but the control of a chain reaction is generally difficult.
For one of the approaches for the selective oxidation of methane
in the gas phase, it has already been known that the oxidation

of methane with O2 is accelerated by the addition of NO,21 which
has been recently reconsidered by some groups.22-24 Especially,
Bañares et al.25 have succeeded in the maximum yield, 7% of
C1-oxygenates at 883 K and 1 atm over V2O5/SiO2 catalyst in
CH4-O2-NO system. They have also suggested the important
role of the gas-phase reactions (e.g., CH4 + NO). Teng et al.
have found for the first time that the maximum yield of C1-
oxygenates is close to 6% at 800 K and 1 atm in the noncatalytic
CH4-O2-NO system.26 In this system about 30% of NO is
oxidized to NO2 by O2 under the equilibrium condition at 800
K,27 though those researchers have not clarified enough the
difference of the role of NO and NO2. As far as we are aware,
there is little experimental information on a detailed reaction
mechanism for the conversion of methane to C1-oxygenates with
NO because of the difficulty of the analysis of the rapid
consecutive radical chain reactions. A theoretical investigation
has also not yet been conducted because this reaction system
has many plausible pathways formed by a large number of
elementary reactions with O2.28,29

Therefore, we think that it is necessary to simplify the CH4-
O2-NO system to the CH4-NOx (x ) 1, 2) system and to
clarify the difference of the role of NO and NO2 in the former
system through the present study on the latter system. We did
not directly consider the role of coexistent oxygen for the
formation of C1-oxygenates, though it will be worthwhile to
investigate a reaction path from methane to C1-oxygenates in
the simple system due to understanding the reaction mechanism
in the CH4-O2-NO system.

In this paper, we theoretically investigate a possible pathway
of the conversion of methane to C1-oxygenates in the CH4-
NOx (x ) 1, 2) system. Our aim is different from the selective
catalytic reduction of NO by methane with O2 in the field of* To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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removal of NOx from the exhausts of diesel and gasoline lean
burn engines,30,31though our work may give useful information
to the field.

II. Method of Calculation

All the calculations were carried out with the GAUSSIAN
94 ab initio program package.32 The geometrical optimization
for all the present molecules was performed with the MP2
(frozen core) level of theory and 6-311++G(2d,p) basis set.
On the basis the optimized geometries, the single point
calculations of the energies were carried out at the CCSD(T)/
6-311++G(2d,p) level with the zero-point energy (ZPE) cor-
rections of the MP2 level. All the optimized geometries
corresponding to a local minimum point have real frequencies,
except for a transition state with one imaginary frequency.
Thermal rate constants for all the present elementary reactions
at 800 K and 1 atm were also estimated using the calculated
results of MP2 and CCSD(T) levels of theory. A Silicon
Graphics Origin 2000 R10000 workstation was used for
calculations in this study.

III. Results and Discussion

A. Reaction Channels for Selective Oxidation of Methane.
Through the present theoretical calculations, we have proposed
three reaction channels for the selective oxidation of methane
in CH4-NOx system, as shown in Scheme 1. All the other
elementary reactions with O2, except for the oxidation of NO
are omitted in Scheme 1. There is a lack of information on an
active species in the CH4-O2-NO system, though it is expected
that the initial reaction step is the abstraction of a hydrogen
atom from CH4 with NOx (or O2) and a formation of CH3. As
mentioned above, our main concern is to clarify the difference
of the role of NO and NO2 through the examination of a reaction
path for the formation of C1-oxygenates in the CH4-NOx

system.
Channel I shows the reactions of the hydrogen abstraction

from CH4 with NO2. Next, channel II shows the hydrogen
abstraction from CH3 with NO2, the radical couplings of CH3
with NO2 and the formation of CH3O. Last, channel III shows
the reactions for the formation of C1-oxygenates via CH3O,
which are the most important reactions for the conversion of
methane. In channel III we found one and three possible reaction
pathways to yield CH3OH and CH2O, respectively. We will
explain channels I-III in details below, though we would like
to examine a little of the CH4 + NO reaction for comparison
with the activity for the hydrogen abstraction from CH4 with
NO2 (or O2). This reaction has not yet been conducted enough
theoretically.

B. Reaction of CH4 with NO. The elementary reactions for
the abstraction hydrogen from CH4 with NO are

The potential energy diagram for eqs 1 and 2 is illustrated in
Figure 1; here the total energy of CH4 + NO is taken as a
standard. MP2 energies with ZPE corrections were also shown
in parentheses in all the odd-numbered figures for comparison.
We checked by the bond dissociation energy of H-CH3 whether
the calculated value, 99.5 kcal/mol, compares well with the
experimental one, 104 kcal/mol, but the error is about 5 kcal/
mol. The optimized geometries of transition states TS1 and TS2
with theCs structures are illustrated in Figure 2. The optimized
geometry of the product complex, PC1, is omitted in Figure 2,
though the O-H and H(O)-C bond lengths of PC1 are 0.99
and 2.11 Å, respectively. The transition vectors leading to the
forward reactions and the corresponding imaginary frequencies
for TS1 and TS2 are also shown in Figure 2. In TS1 and TS2
the transition vectors are almost located at a mode related to
the abstracted hydrogen atoms for TS1 and TS2, and the
transition states have near-collinear N (or O)-H-C geometries.

SCHEME 1: Reaction Model for the Selective Oxidation
of Methane with NOx (x ) 1, 2)

Figure 1. Potential energy diagram for the NO+ CH4 reaction. The
total energy for the separated reactants NO+ CH4 is -170.0343
(-169.9861) hartrees. Values in parentheses represent MP2 level of
calculations. Relative energies are given in kcal/mol.

Figure 2. Optimized geometries for TS1 and TS2 of the NO+ CH4

reaction. All bond lengths and bond angles are given in Å and degrees,
respectively. Imaginary frequency modes for the forward reactions are
given in cm-1.

NO + CH4 f [TS1] f HNO + CH3 (1)

NO + CH4 f [TS2] f [PC1] f HON + CH3 (2)
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It can be seen in Figure 2 that the C-H bond length of TS1 is
longer than that of TS2, indicating that the barrier of eq 1 is
located near the product end of the reaction.

The atomic net charges and atomic spin densities for TS1
and TS2 are summarized in Table 1. A separated NO has no
charge polarization, and its spin is almost localized at the
nitrogen atom. The O-Ha bond of TS2 has a larger charge
polarization than the N-Ha bond of TS1, indicating that the
electronic structure of TS2 has a slightly charge-transfer nature
in comparison with that of TS1. On the other hand, the former
has a smaller spin polarization than the latter.

In Figure 1 the transition barriers for eq 1 are 61.7 kcal/mol
for the forward reaction and 8.4 kcal/mol for the backward one.
In the case of eq 2 we find a higher barrier of 72.0 kcal/mol for
the forward reaction (compared with eq 1) and a lower barrier
for the backward one via PC1, where TS2 is more stabilized
than PC1, though we think that the energy difference between
them is very sensitive to the level of theory, especially the
electron correlation. The nitrogen atom of NO has a slightly
higher activity for the hydrogen abstraction from CH4 than the
oxygen atom of NO. In both eqs 1 and 2 the backward reactions
are more favorable than the forward ones, though the forward
reactions may be rather promoted because the products, HNO
(or HON), will be easily oxidized by oxygen in the CH4-O2-
NO system. Considering the very slow O2 + CH4 f O2H +
CH3 reaction at 800-900 K,26 whose barrier is 59.0 kcal/mol
in the same level of theory,33 eqs 1 and 2 can be almost never
promoted within the range of the above temperature. Therefore,
it is assumed that both O2 and NO are not the active species
for the reaction of the hydrogen abstraction from CH4 in the
CH4-O2-NO system.

C. Reaction of CH4 with NO2. Next we consider the
elementary reactions in channel I:

As mentioned previously, NO2 is formed by the oxidation of
NO in the CH4-O2-NO system. The potential energy diagram
for eqs 3 and 4 is illustrated in Figure 3; here the total energy
of CH4 + NO2 is taken as a standard. The optimized geometries
of transition states TS3 and TS4 with theC1 structures and TS5
with the Cs structure are illustrated in Figure 4. TS5 is a
transition state of the thermal isomerization of H-NO2 to nitrous
acid, trans-HONO. In TS3 and TS4 the transition vectors are
located at a mode related to the abstracted hydrogen atoms, and
these transition states have near-collinear N (or O)-H-C
geometries, such as TS1 and TS2. The C-H bond lengths of
TS3 and TS4 are shorter than those of TS1 and TS2, indicating
that the barriers of eqs 3 and 4 are located nearer to the reactant
end of the reaction in comparison with those of eqs 1 and 2.

The atomic net charges and atomic spin densities of TS3 and
TS4 are also summarized in Table 2. The Oa-Ha bond of TS4
has a large spin polarization in contrast to TS2. On the other
hand the electronic structure of TS3 has a charge-transfer nature
due to having a large net charge on the Oa-Ha bond, such as
TS2. Therefore, the transition states in Tables 1 and 2 have
significantly different charge and spin distributions whether the
nitrogen atom of NO2 or the oxygen atom of NO2 attacks a
hydrogen atom of CH4.

In Figure 3 the transition barriers for eq 3 are 33.4 kcal/mol
for the forward reaction and only 0.7 kcal/mol for the backward

TABLE 1: Atomic Net Charges and Atomic Spin Densities
for TS1 and TS2 of the CH4 + NO Reaction

CH4 + NO
TS1

[H3C‚‚‚Ha‚‚‚NO]
TS2

[H3C‚‚‚Ha‚‚‚ON]

atomic net N 0.00 -0.12 -0.10
charges O 0.00 -0.09 -0.33

Ha +0.12 +0.28 +0.48
C -0.48 -0.51 -0.55

atomic spin N +0.90 +0.45 +1.89
densities O +0.10 -0.16 -0.20

Ha 0.00 -0.20 +0.17
C 0.00 +1.13 -1.05

NO2 + CH4 f [TS3] f H-NO2 + CH3 (3)

NO2 + CH4 f [TS4] f trans-HONO + CH3 (4)

H-NO2 f [TS5] f trans-HONO (5)

Figure 3. Potential energy diagram for channel I. The total energy
for the separated reactants NO2 + CH4 is -245.0879 (-245.0432)
hartrees. Values in parentheses represent MP2 level of calculations.
Relative energies are given in kcal/mol.

Figure 4. Optimized geometries for TS3 and TS4 of the NO2 + CH4

reaction and TS5 of the thermal isomerization of HNO2.
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one. The latter barrier has a very small value, which may be
affected by the level of theory, such as mentioned in eq 2.
Equation 4 has a higher barrier of 41.1 kcal/mol for the forward
reaction compared with that of eq 3 and a barrier of 18.0 kcal/
mol for the backward one. Thus, the backward reaction of eq 3
is energetically easier than that of eq 4. But we think that the
forward reactions in both eqs 3 and 4 are promoted in the CH4-
O2-NO system because the products, H-NO2 (or HONO), will
be easily oxidized by oxygen. The nitrogen atom of NO2 has a
higher activity for the hydrogen abstraction from CH4 than the
oxygen atoms of NO2, such as in the case of the CH4 + NO
reaction. The energy difference between TS3 and TS4, 7.7 kcal/
mol, is smaller than that of TS1 and TS2, 10.3 kcal/mol,
indicating a somewhat high activity of the oxygen atoms in NO2

because of the large spin density of the atoms in NO2 in
comparison with that in NO. The barriers for the forward
reactions in eqs 3 and 4 are significantly lower by about 30
kcal/mol than those in eqs 1 and 2 and also lower by about
20-25 kcal/mol than the O2 + CH4 f O2H + CH3 reaction.
The calculated rate constants and activation energies at 800 K
are summarized in Table 3. The data were calculated by using
the conventional transition-state theory. The rate constants for
eqs 3 and 4 show larger values than those of eqs 1 and 2 and
the O2 + CH4 f O2H + CH3 reaction. Therefore, we found
that the initial reaction step, namely the hydrogen abstraction
from CH4, is caused by NO2 rather than NO and O2. It is
assumed that this situation is the same as in the case of the
CH4-O2-NO system despite a low concentration of NO2.

It can be seen in Figure 3 that eq 5 has a lower barrier of
47.3 kcal/mol for the forward reaction compared with that of
56.9 kcal/mol for the backward one. These barriers are lower
than the energy for the thermal decomposition of H-NO2 (or

HONO) to a hydrogen atom and NO2. Thus, it is expected that
H-NO2 is a stable species as well as HONO, though the former
is a rare chemical species. As mentioned above, we think that
the H-NO2 + O2 f NO2 + O2H reaction may occur in the
CH4-O2-NO system. Next, we investigated the further reac-
tion, NO2 + CH3, in detail below.

D. Reaction of CH3 with NO2. We consider four possible
elementary reactions in channel II:

Equations 6 and 7 represent the reactions of the hydrogen
abstraction from CH3. The radical coupling of CH3 with NO2

can directly produce nitromethane, CH3NO2 and methylnitrite,
trans-CH3ONO (see Figure 5). Equation 8 represents the
reaction of the thermal isomerization from CH3NO2 to CH3-
ONO. Equation 9 is the thermal decomposition of CH3ONO,
which is the most important reaction because only CH3O can
lead to C1-oxygenates, as seen in Scheme 1.

The potential energy diagram for eqs 6-9 is illustrated in
Figure 5; here the total energy of CH3 + NO2 is taken as a
standard. The optimized geometries of TS6, TS7, and TS9 with
the Cs structures and TS8 with theC1 structure are illustrated

TABLE 2: Atomic Net Charges and Atomic Spin Densities
for TS3 and TS4 of the CH4 + NO2 Reaction

CH4 + NO2

TS3
[H3C‚‚‚Ha‚‚‚N(Oa)2]

TS4
[H3C‚‚‚Ha‚‚‚OaNOb]

atomic net N +0.26 -0.02 +0.04
charges Oa -0.13 -0.21 -0.11

Ob -0.03
Ha +0.12 +0.47 +0.27
C -0.48 -0.54 -0.59

atomic spin N +0.50 +0.30 +0.07
densities Oa +0.25 +0.03 +0.92

Ob -0.16
Ha 0.00 -0.15 -0.16
C 0.00 +0.97 +0.40

TABLE 3: Calculated Rate Constants,k, and Activation Energies,EA, at 800 Ka

reaction k EA (kcal/mol)

channel I
CH4 + NO2 f CH3 + H-NO2 5.4× 10-20 37.6
CH4 + NO2 f CH3 + trans-HONO 3.3× 10-22 45.8

channel II
CH4 + NO2 f CH2 + H-NO2 1.2× 10-21 39.6
CH3 + NO2 f CH2 + trans-HONO 5.1× 10-23 46.9
CH3NO2 f trans-CH3ONO 2.8× 10-6 (1.4× 10-4) 67.9 (67.0)
rans-CH3ONO f CH3O + NO 2.5× 105 35.6

channel III
CH3O + CH4 f CH3OH + CH3 1.8× 10-15 (9.9× 10-16) 16.9 (11.0)
CH3O f CH2O + H 2.2× 106 (6.4× 105) 27.5 (30.0)
CH3O + NO2 f CH2O + HNO2 1.1× 10-15 6.7
CH3O + NO2 f CH2O + HNO 3.1× 10-14 (2.6× 10-12) 5.6 (-0.4)

other reactions
CH4 + NO f CH3 + HNO 1.4× 10-27 65.6
CH4O + NO f CH3 + HON 4.3× 10-30 76.3
CH4 + O2 f CH3 + HO2

b 1.0× 10-26 (1.9× 10-26) 59.0 (56.9)

a Values in parentheses represent the experimental data taken from refs 28 and 29. Rate constants are in s-1 and cm3 molecule-1 s-1 for unimolecular
and bimolecular reactions, respectively. Activation energies are in kcal/mol.b From ref 33.

Figure 5. Potential energy diagram for channel II. The total energy
for the separated reactants NO2 + CH3 is -244.4295 (-244.3864)
hartrees. Values in parentheses represent MP2 level of calculations.
Relative energies are given in kcal/mol.

NO2 + CH3 f [TS6] f H-NO2 + CH2 (6)

NO2 + CH3 f [TS7] f trans-HONO + CH2 (7)

CH3NO2 f [TS8] f trans-CH3ONO (8)

trans-CH3ONO f [TS9] f CH3O + NO (9)
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in Figure 6. We find that TS6 and TS7 have structures similar
to those of TS3 and TS4, respectively. The transition vectors
are located at a mode related to the abstracted hydrogen atoms
for TS6 and TS7, and the transition states have near-collinear
N (or O)-H-C geometries.

In Figure 5 the transition barriers for eqs 6 and 7 are 35.7
and 42.5 kcal/mol, respectively, which are similar values to those
for eqs 3 and 4. In eq 6 the products are unstable as compared
to TS6 because they may also be affected by the level of theory.
We find in Table 3 that the rate constants of eqs 6 and 7 have
values one digit smaller than those of eqs 3 and 4. Further
reactions of CH2 with NO2 will occur one after another until
yielding carbon atom, which leads to yield CO and CO2. Also
in eqs 6 and 7 the nitrogen atom of NO2 has a higher activity
than the oxygen atom, such as in eqs 3 and 4. Although in Figure
5 the thermal decomposition of CH3NO2 (or CH3ONO) to NO2

and CH3 is more energetically favorable than eq 8, it is difficult
to promote these reactions at 800 K because of their significantly

high barriers in comparison with the barrier of eq 3. Thus, CH3-
NO2 is a stable species in the present system. On the other hand
CH3ONO is easily decomposed to CH3O and NO via TS9 whose
barrier at 800 K is similar to the barrier of eq 3. Ban˜ares et
al.25 have not reported on the formation of CH3NO2, though
we have found that the injected NO is almost changed to CH3-
NO2 at 800 K in the CH4-O2-NO system.26 Our experimental
result supports the present study. We found in Table 3 that there
is a possible reaction path from the initial reaction step of eq 3
to yield CH3O and NO via CH3ONO with energies of less than
40 kcal/mol at 800 K. We think that the O2 + CH3 f CH3OO
reaction has also to be considered in the case of the CH4-O2-
NO system. But a theoretical approach will be conducted with
a very limited set of elementary reactions because of the large
number of additional consecutive reactions with O2 and/or NOx,
which needs more detailed experimental analysis and will be
published elsewhere.34

E. Production of C1-Oxygenates.The elementary reactions
for the formation of C1-oxygenates in channel III are

Equation 10 can only lead to the formation of CH3OH, the others
lead to CH2O. The potential energy diagram for eqs 10-13 is
illustrated in Figure 7; here the total energy of each separated
reactant is taken as a standard. The optimized geometries of
transition states TS10 and TS11 with theCs structures and TS12
and TS13 with theC1 structures are illustrated in Figure 8. The
transition barrier for eq 10 is 13.2 kcal/mol for the forward
reaction. The thermal decomposition of CH3O to CH2O in eq
11 has a higher barrier of 25.7 kcal/mol than eq 10. On the
other hand, eqs 12 and 13 have significantly low barriers of

Figure 6. Optimized geometries for TS6 and TS7 of the NO2 + CH3 reaction, TS8 of the thermal isomerization of CH3NO2, and TS9 of the
thermal decomposition oftrans-CH3ONO.

Figure 7. Potential energy diagram for channel III. The total energies
for the separated reactants CH3O + CH4 (I), CH3O (II), CH3O + NO2

(III), and CH3O + NO (IV) are -155.1623 (-155.0957) hartrees,
-114.7925 (-114.7529) hartrees,-319.5106 (-319.4534) hartree, and
-244.4570 (-244.3963) hartrees, respectively. Values in parentheses
represent MP2 level of calculations. Relative energies are given in kcal/
mol.

CH4 + CH3O f [TS10] f CH3 + CH3OH (10)

CH3O f [TS11] f H + CH2O (11)

NO2 + CH3O f [TS12] f H-NO2 + CH2O (12)

NO + CH3O f [TS13] f H-NO + CH2O (13)
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4.4 and 2.6 kcal/mol, respectively, where NO is formed by the
thermal decomposition of CH3ONO in eq 9. Although NO has
a very low activity for the hydrogen abstraction from CH4

compared with NO2, it can be seen in Table 3 that NO has a
slightly higher activity for the hydrogen abstraction from CH3O
than NO2. Especially, the rate constant for eq 13 is one digit
larger in theory and four digits larger in experiment than that
for eq 10, indicating that NO is an important species that affects
the production ratio of CH3OH to CH2O. Thus, it is expected
that increasing the concentration of NO promotes the yield of
CH2O with decreasing formation of CH3OH, which is consistent
with our recent experimental results.26 In Table 3 we notice
that the hydrogen abstraction from CH4 with NO2 in eq 4 is the
rate-determining step for the conversion of CH4 to C1-oxygen-
ates. Therefore, we found a possible reaction pathway for the
conversion of CH4 to C1-oxygenates in the CH4-NOx system
within all the barriers of less than 40 kcal/mol at 800 K.

IV. Conclusions

We have proposed theoretically a reaction model of the
conversion of methane to C1-oxygenates with NOx (x ) 1, 2)
in the gas phase. We have applied the MP2 (frozen core) and
CCSD(T) levels of theory with the 6-311++G(2d,p) basis set.
We found a possible reaction path for the formation of
C1-oxygenates within all the barriers of less than 40 kcal/mol
via CH3O at 800 K. NO2 has a higher activity for the cleavage
of the C-H bond of methane than NO and O2, which is the
rate-determining step at 800 K in the CH4-NOx system.
Increasing the concentration of NO promotes the yield of CH2O
with the decreasing the formation of CH3OH, which is consistent
with recent experimental results in the CH4-O2-NO system.
We have investigated the reaction pathway for the conversion
of methane to C1-oxygenates in the simplified CH4-NOx

system, though we believe that this study will be helpful for
understanding the reaction mechanism in the CH4-O2-NO
system.
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